Risk analyses for the cognitive phenotype in Turner's syndrome: evidence of familial influence as a decisive factor.
The interindividual varying cognitive performance in female patients with Turner's syndrome has usually been attributed to the interindividual varying mosaicism with a consecutive variable loss of X-chromosome DNA or to secondary risk factors such as estrogen deficiency owing to ovarian failure. The aim of our study was to determine the specific impact of X chromosome-related features and associated risk factors, on the one hand and familial influences, on the other hand on the interindividual variation in the cognitive phenotype. One hundred and one subjects with Turner's syndrome and 53 sisters as controls for familial influences were examined by comparing the cognitive information processing abilities (Kaufmann Assessment Battery for Children [K-ABC]). Subjects with Turner's syndrome performed at a significantly lower level than sisters on all subscales (eg, Mental Processing Composite: Turner's syndrome 86.4 [SD 15.0] versus sisters 99.3 [SD 10.6]; P < .001). For the neurocognitive phenotype in subjects with Turner's syndrome, a significant correlation was found only with the sisters' cognitive abilities (Mental Processing Composite: r = .38, P < .05). In contrast, neither the individual mosaic status nor the known associated risk factors predicted the neurocognitive phenotype in Turner's syndrome. These results are corroborated in the regression analyses in those subjects with Turner's syndrome with a sister (Simultaneous Processing(sister) for Simultaneous Processing(Turner's syndrome): beta = .346, P < .05, corrected R2 = .049; and Mental Processing Composite(sister) for Mental Processing Composite(Turner's syndrome): beta = .354, P < .05, corrected R2 = .033). The interindividual variation of intellectual abilities in Turner's syndrome seems to be primarily related to familial coinfluences and not to the interindividual varying loss of X-chromosome DNA in terms of hidden mosaicism or potential associated risk factors.